
Top 10 Reasons Social Media is Important
for Search Engine and Website Traffic

Search engine optimization and ways of driving website traffic have changed dramatically over 
the last few years.  It used to be all about the algorithms.  Then Google’s all-powerful algorithms 
were over-ridden by the phenomenon of social search as social media developed, grew and 
exploded into the collective consciousness.

Google fought back, creating, scrapping, re-creating and refining its own social media platforms 
and apps to compete with its major competitor, Facebook.  In fact, the two giants are running 
neck and neck, miles above every other social network.  Facebook holds # 2 ranking – both at 
home and globally, according to Alexa.com.

The emphasis Google has been putting on its own social networks should give us the biggest 
clue why social media is important for search engine and website traffic.

Namely, it works.

1. Social Media Keeps Up with – and Enables – Trends

What’s the one consistent fact about internet culture, social platforms and technology 
nowadays?  It’s always in a state of change.  And one fact that is quickly becoming self-evident:  
Whichever social network can adapt to the cultural mindset the quickest draws the biggest 
audience. 

Have you ever seen documentaries that show how certain fish not only school together, but 
move as one fluid entity, shifting this way and that as if they possess one mind?  Well, social 
networks in today’s cultural climate operate exactly like that.  
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These networks go with the flow and are not manipulated by algorithms.  In fact, algorithms are 
being feverishly adapted to keep up with popular online connection practices and habits.

Both social media developers and Google programmers know this.  Changes in algorithmic 
practices have resulted in a shift away from rigid formulae to the phenomenon we all know by 
now as “social search”.  If even Google is rushing to follow social platform leads, that’s a 
powerful message about the importance of social media.

2.  Social Sharing is the New SEO

What makes Google sit up nowadays is the sharing capacity and performance of a site – not 
backlinks.  In fact, Google now penalizes backlinks from exact  anchor text, boosting sites in the 
ranks if their content is fresh, original, authoritative, comprehensive, spam-free – and above all, 
shared.

Want to rocket up in search rankings the easy way?  Follow the example of top-ranking sites 
such as Social Media Examiner here and install the Google+ “+1” button, as well as the “g+” 
follow icon.  

And do install share buttons for the other major players – Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter and 
LinkedIn.  

3.  Social Networks are where People Spend Their Time

Hanging out on social networks has become as common in this era as 
watching “I Love Lucy” on TV was in the 1950s. If you aren’t sure what “I 
Love Lucy” is, at least now that times certainly have changed. It’s what 
people did, back then, to unwind after their work day.

Nowadays thanks to mobile phones, people don’t have to wait until “after 
work”:  They can – and do – quickly check Facebook, Pinterest and 
Twitter feeds any time, day or night.

In fact, Mashable published an infographic in November, 2012, showing 
that “social media accounts for 18% of time spent online”.  (But did you 
know that fastest growing segments are “males of all ages and people 
over 55”?) 

People now habitually ask friends for opinions, check in at local businesses, complain about 
poor service – and visit websites promoted through social ads and social media Business 
Pages.
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4.  Social Networking Improves Your Google Rank

There are two things you must do, to quickly advance in Google’s search rankings.  Number 
one is purchase a domain in your own name (if that is not already taken).  Next, join the top 
social networks and optimize your profile within each one.

Why?  

Let’s take an extremely common name – say, “Ann Johnson” – and type it into Google’s search 
bar.  We have 243,000,000 results.  And out of that 243,000,000, which results come up in the 
top four positions?

Let’s take a look…

Top place goes to the Ann Johnson who was lucky enough to secure her namesake domain – 
www.annjohnson.ca. 

Second, third and fourth results belong to Ann Johnsons who have profiles on LinkedIn, 
Facebook and Twitter.  That’s a great example of leveraging the power of strong social sites 
– and the particular Ann Johnsons featured here didn’t just sign up and create any old profile.

They optimized their profiles, right down to the “Twitter” Ann Johnson creating a custom URL, 
“https://twitter.com/VoteAnnJohnson”.  

(It’s more than probable that “https://twitter.com/AnnJohnson” was already taken, so she got 
creative and used a keyword –i.e. “vote” – relevant to her Twitter goal.

5.  Social Media Arouses Curiosity – and Sharing

If you are wondering how to make sure your content is frequently or virally shared (which can 
increase the value of your profile to Google over the profile of someone else who has the same 
name), then it’s time to pause before you press the “post” button.
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The million-dollar dollar question to ask yourself is…

• “Is this content share-able?”

If you don’t know what “share-able” constitutes, take a look at:

• Posts that reap a storm of comments and shares from your target niche

• Types of posts that gather more shares in your niche:   A particular website’s?  An 
incendiary topic?  A frustrating challenge?  Cute kitten photos?  Shabby-chic décor? 
Your YouTube Videos?  Photographs?  Instagram shares?

And above all, if people like your content, they share links to your site.

Dynamic, interactive and emotion-catching content is definitely one of the top ten reasons social 
media has become important to your search engine ranking

6. Social “Rich Media” Apps Make Your Content More Share-able

One of the biggest advantages social media endows, when it comes to driving traffic to your 
website, is in the number of rich media apps they allow you to easily install; as in videos, 
photos, links and sound clips.

This brings not only a degree of interactivity to your site – always 
a good thing when it comes to share appeal – but helps your site 
stand out and grab attention.

Not only that, but you don’t have to pay for developers or spend 
hours slaving over code:  The social networks have done all that 
for you.

Take, for example, Twitter cards.  These go in your website 
HTML so that when readers tweet or retweet your content, they 
don’t just tweet the link; they tweet your rich media too, as Adam 
Burrell shows in our example, left.

Not only does this drive traffic to your site, it gives you complete 
control on how it is presented.  To install the snippet of code for 
Twitter cards, visit the Twitter developers link.

Best of all, you can easily add Twitter cards through a dashboard-
searchable WordPress plugin.
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7.  Social Networks are Developing More Rich Media Resources All the Time

If there’s one thing social networks and developers do brilliantly, it’s creating apps designed to 
outdo the competition, send people to your website – helping you show up at the top of search 
results.

For example, not only does Twitter offer Twitter cards for your website, they sweetened your 
links by incorporating rich media into their own platform so you can instantly add a photo or 
location to your tweet.

8.  Social Networks are Competitive

And that’s good news for you!  The major players have the big bucks, staff, experts and 
resources to spy on and analyze each other’s results.  If you see a strategy such as rich media 
copied from one network by another, you can pretty much bet it’s a viable traffic-generation and 
engagement strategy – particularly when development competition seems to be fierce.

Another tip:  When people start blogging about a strategy or app and creating SlideShare 
presentations, you know that one is here to stay.  (Till the next one comes along, that is…)
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9.  Social Networks Drive Online Traffic to Local Businesses

This should come as no surprise to anyone, but for local businesses who create online 
presences (as more and more of your competitors are doing nowadays) social media such as 
location apps (e.g. Foursquare) can really give an edge.

Apps such as these prompt people to “check in” and announce where they are via mobiles.  And 
people seem to love to do this!

10.  Reviews Drive Traffic

If you have a local business, social apps and networks are invaluable for providing your 
customers or clients with the opportunity to easily post reviews – particularly via Google+ Local.
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Claim and optimize your Google+ Local space to attract people to your website or business, 
instead of your competitors’.  And one side effect will be that you attract targeted customers or 
clients who never would have found you, any other way.

Location, reviews, recommendations, “Likes” and photos or videos of your products or business 
– and most of all, the opportunity to let a wide market hear your unique “voice” – make social 
media not only important for driving traffic to your website, but vital to search engine rankings 
and results.
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Optimizing for the Social Web
Optimizing your website for search engines is no longer a question of filling it full of keywords 
and exact-match anchor text while madly blog-commenting in other people’s blogs to create 
relevant backlinks.  In fact, following this formula will almost certainly leave you down in the 
rankings under Google’s Panda and Penguin algorithmic changes – and more are coming.

But you shouldn’t just pay attention to Google:  SEO nowadays involves maintaining an active 
social media presence and profiles.  Social media actions can actually improve your Google 
rank, if done right.  And you need to pay attention to what people see… and what’s behind the 
scenes.

Here are ten highly relevant SEO practices for today…

1.  Remove or Revamp Your Traditional Meta-tags 

Google’s Penguin algorithm filter tends to take meta-keywords and other traditional tags as 
keyword-stuffing.  It won’t help your site ranking – and it could hurt.  

If you use the Thesis theme, check out instructions at Binary Turf on removing the meta 
description tag correctly.

According to SearchEngineWatch, Penguin isn’t actually an algorithm, but a “link quality filter” 
that “is designed to take out sites that use manipulative techniques to improve search visibility”.

Bottom line: If you have too many repetitions in meta data, your site may be penalized.

2.  Adjust and Correct Your Anchor Text

If your anchor text is an exact match to your keywords and doesn’t make descriptive, readable 
sense, scrap it and give your anchor text more clickably-appealing, descriptive words.  (That 
goes for the Alt Tag text for your graphics, too.)
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You need to do this because Google’s Penguin filter now targets and de-ranks exact-match 
domains (e.g. “highproteinfoodsfatlowcarb.com”), after Google clued on to the fact that names 
like these were evidence of attempts to manipulate.  Anchor text has been affected too.  

The less spammy you can make your anchor text and Alt tags, the better.

For example if you were displaying the above photo on your blog, you might want to change:

<a href="page.html"><img src="graphics/twinmatchinggirlgreen.jpg" alt="twin matching girl green"/></a>

…to something more descriptive and real, such as:

<a href="page.html"><img src="graphics/twins.jpg" alt="twins in green"/></a>

Again, if you’re trying to manipulate rather than describe when using keywords in anchor text, 
domain names or Alt tags, Google will penalize you.

3. Familiarize Yourself with Graph Search

The old way of searching involved keywords.  Facebook’s new Graph Search combines 
keywords plus your Friends’ Facebook content.

This way, you can find out what connections you share with them, causes you both support, 
Pages you “Like”, places you’ve both been connected with, common interests and just about 
every type of connection you can think of.

(Graph search results did dip recently, but Facebook assures the “dip” has been corrected.)
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4.  Optimize Your Facebook Page “About” Section

This is the one part of your Facebook Page where you can put your best keywords, descriptions 
and anchor text.  Make the most of it, as artist Steph Dix has done here.

She has included in her description:

• Specific keywords (pencil portraits, free shipping worldwide, guarantee, website)

• A link to her website

• Email contact details

In addition, her text is not too long – it doesn’t run off the page, with vital sentences hidden. It’s 
clear and well-optimized.

5.  Use Facebook Social Plugins

Once you click on artist, Steph Dix’s link, you are taken to her website… where those who have 
“Liked” her page immediately see a widget from the Facebook social plugins, containing their 
own Profile photo plus a selection of other fan photos.
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Anyone who clicks on hypertext within the widget will be taken to her Facebook Page – and that 
is a high-quality backlink, as far as Google is concerned.  She is leveraging the power of 
Facebook very efficiently.

6.  Make the Most of Google+

SEO author Simon Penson predicted recently  that Google+ will play a much more prominent 
role in validating social links over the coming months, so if you haven’t created a profile there 
yet, do so.

And if you have signed up, but visit Google+ only sporadically or not at all, start exploring 
Google+ and spending time interacting and exploring its SEO-powerful platforms, apps and 
features daily.

One of its most powerful features to explore:  Google+ Hangouts.  If you live-stream them, they 
will be automatically recorded and posted to your YouTube channel, which is now also 
automatically linked with Google+.

If you haven’t yet bothered with Google Hangouts, learn more about them right now.

7.  Make Sure Your Titles Match Your Content

Again, it’s all about not being carried away, trying to include keywords.  Titles that don’t feel 
natural and don’t match the post they headline not only will displease Google, but will not get 
shared via social sites (as well as losing trust).  

Here’s an example of a simple but effective title followed by relevant content from Copyblogger.

Your best bet is always to make sure your blog post or web page title are:
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• Attention-grabbing

• Easy to read

• Descriptive

• Clean

A truly interesting and intriguing title is your best route to making sure your posts and pages are 
found and shared.  

8.  Make it Easy for Visitors and Readers to Share

Make sure you’ve included social media plugins, widgets, share and follow badges, 
buttons and icons to help people share your content with one click.

Place them above the fold on all your web pages in the upper right-hand side of your page.

For extra effectiveness, include calls to action in or with your social media buttons, such as 
Daylan Pearce does in the right hand side of his blog, above.

9.  Clean Up Your Guest Blogging Practices

Last year saw Google over-zealously penalize exact-match domains and anchor text, akin to 
thousands of healthy trees in a forest being chopped down to make sure a dead one in their 
midst is culled.

Now, just as their Search Evaluation team is reassuring us that they’ve learned from this and will 
be toning down the axe use, it looks as if Google has a new target:  Guest blogging.
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A recent YouTube video from Google’s Matt Cutts warns of what to expect – and what you can 
do to comply with new guest blogging rules.

To sum up what seems to be in the wind…

• Make sure guest post writing – to and fro –  is of the highest quality

• Use guest bloggers who either are terrific, professional-level writers or who have a 
well-established and validated reputation in your niche 

• Write or accept longer posts – Google now frowns on short guest posts under 400 
words, seeing them as excuses to link

• Don’t accept guest posts that are published elsewhere.  When someone wants to 
write for you, make sure you ask that the content be original and exclusive to your blog

• Posts from and to other blogs should be relevant to the blog’s overall mission.  Posts 
should be eloquent and well-thought-out

• Make sure your guest posts are from writers who run high-quality blogs.  You may 
be penalized for spammy back-links in your guest poster’s blog, so check that blog out 
first, if you’re not familiar with your guest.  (Hint:  See how well she or he ranks in a 
Google search.)

And from Jeff Foster of WebBizIdeas (in an actual guest post in Problogger, February 2013):

• Stop using terms like “guest posts” and “guest bloggers” (if you have to spell it out for 
readers, he suggests calling the writer a “guest author”)

• Don’t let your guest author put “unnatural links” in their post or author bios

• A simple link to their website is okay
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One last thing to do:  Create a rel=author tag for yourself, allowing Google to validate your own 
blog (and use guest posters who are also validated this way).

10. Optimize Your Social Media Profiles (and Claim your Pages)

It’s not enough simply to use social media in 2013:  You also need to make sure you optimize 
your social profiles to the max.  Fill out all Profile sections across all social networks as 
fully as possible. 

Think of doing this as an investment.

For example, if your local business appears in a Google Plus Local search for your city, make 
sure you claim it and add your photos, your logo, your description and your contact information, 
the way you want it.  

Make sure no sections are left blank.

Social profiles with missing elements are not ranked as highly as those with complete profiles 
and validating elements such as business logos and clear descriptions.

It is as important to optimize what people see as much as it is to optimize HTML and meta-tags, 
just as it is as important to optimize for your social networks as it is to optimize for Google 
searches.

Creating a well-balanced, SEO optimized web presence for both the search engines and social 
sites – but most of all for the benefit of your ideal viewer – will have a visibility effect worth more 
than the sum of its parts.
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Top 10 Keyword Research Tips
Keyword research is alive and well – that’s the good news.  But it has changed dramatically.  If 
you run an online business, you need to know how to proceed for 2013 and beyond.

Google is always updating its search filters and algorithms, with a new emphasis on spam-
killing. In addition, social search dominates everything.  So how do you know which keyword 
research practices are still relevant today?  You need to mix  analysis, research and viral buzz.

These top 10 keyword research tips will help you create a balanced keyword research routine.

1.  Use Keyword Tools Wisely

Many marketers are reporting that keyword tools have lost their effectiveness.  It would be more 
accurate to say that it’s no longer so easy to extract strong results. The old Google AdWords 
Keytool is still worth using, but treat it more as an idea generator and competition tracker, rather 
than as gospel.  The days when you could work in a broad-match keyword based on a 
misspelling or from one that didn’t make readable sense are gone.  (Example “fishing lures 
saltwater personalized”).  

If you use the Google AdWords Keytool, log in and select exact match.  Don’t use broad match:  
You will waste results on unrelated keyword or keywords with too much competition:  (E.g. 
“fishing lure” or “fishing lures”).

Recognize that keyword tools are just another resource and concentrate on your target reader 
and her needs.  Find keywords she is actually using to search with -- keywords that will bring 
you the greatest return on investment.

2.  Listen to the Conversation

Your target market should be your first source. See what they’re saying in…

• Blog comments

• Forums

• Social network comments and posts

• Emails

• Support requests

• Complaints
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Look for patterns.  What phrases relating to your niche or product type are repeated over and 
over?  What do they complain about?  Wish for?  Get excited about sharing?  Above all, what do 
they buy?

How old are they?  What are their hobbies?  What personality traits and preferred 
communication and learning methods?

Make notes. Highlight potential keywords in such locations as private forums dealing with niche-
specific topics for further research.

It takes a little practice to become really skillful at really reading the lines (let alone reading 
between them) but once you get into the habit, you’ll become intuitively adept at picking out 
strong and relevant keywords.

3.  Read Amazon Reviews

If you create information products, this one’s a “must”.  Even if you don’t, read Amazon reviews 
anyway, because you’ll pick up valuable clues about your target market – as well as keywords 
you won’t have to fish for.

If you’ve been getting into the habit of really observing what words and phrases your target 
subscribers use in posts, complaints and comments, you’ll find going through reviews and 
picking up keyword, post and product ideas so easy, you’ll start to look around for some way to 
make it more complicated.  
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Getting into the habit of studying marketplaces like Amazon will also give you a feel for 
categories and trends that are hot, impacting your keyword intuition for the better.

4.  Look for Keywords that Inspire Purchase

While the previous three tactics are valid and even necessary places to start, there is one factor 
you need to be aware of:  And that’s looking for keywords that inspire purchase.

People have a million reasons for browsing online, but you need keywords that ignite your target 
customer into rushing to open her wallet.

How does one identify these particular keywords among all the other possibilities?

• The more specific people are, using phrases during search, the more chance they are 
seriously looking to buy – or solve a particular problem.  “Trouble sleeping” is not as 
specific is “natural remedy for sleep”.  If someone is looking for a “natural remedy” , the 
chances increase that if they find the right one, they’ll buy it.

And if they get even more specific about the type of remedy they are looking for – e.g. 
“natural tea to help me sleep” – the chances of a purchase increase even more.

• Look for specific trigger words in the reviews of people who purchased or people who 
are serious (in forums, blog comments, letters to the editor

• Look for categories on sites like eBay’s Epinions and Amazon.  Sometimes, if a category 
is specialized enough, it will give you keyword clues too.  

Example:  This review could trigger an idea for the keyword “games console with HDMI 
cable”, if you wanted to sell a shipment of XBoxes to people who may not be looking for 
an XBox, but to whom an included HDMI cable is important.

Nowadays, it’s the New Normal for almost everyone to research intended purchases on the net.  
Today’s buyers are educated – and if you are on the alert for the questions behind the 
keywords, you can help them discover the answer.

5. Remember to Check your Google “Searches related to” Section

Particularly when you are just starting keyword research for hot campaign, post or product 
ideas, checking Google’s “related search” suggestions can fast-track the process.
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You will either find Related Searches at the bottom of your left-hand Google sidebar or at the 
very bottom of the search results, depending on your browser.

Which is probably why so many people forget to check!

6.  Optimize for Mobile

Searchers on mobile use additional words PC users often don’t, so make sure you factor 
these into your keyword searches, if yours is a mobile market.  

Pay attention to what you, yourself, add to keywords, when you search on your mobile.  
Platforms such as Google and Bing have mobile versions of their search engines, so make sure 
you always research using these versions, when looking for mobile keywords.
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Mobile-related terms and words you can add:

• Near 
• Coupons
• Discount
• Find
• Locate
• Best
• Compare
• Five Star
• Busiest
• Easiest 

And remember to use location keywords too (e.g. “Duluth five star restaurants”).  

7.  Search Suggestions

How do you know which keywords are valuable?  

Google provides suggestions related to keywords as you type in the search bar.  Go to 
Google.com to see what people have been inputting around these keywords.

And sometimes you will find search terms you wouldn’t normally find by using the correct search 
engine for the country in which your target market lives, if it is other than the U.S.

8.  Interact Daily – And Keyword-Search – on Social Media

The importance of social connections in SEO can’t be stressed enough.  But your visibility there 
depends on daily interaction.  

The more regularly you interact, the more you become known and build trust. The more you 
build trust, the more people will open up and share frustrations, feedback, desires and clues to 
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what’s most important in their lives related to purchasing.  (Everyone’s eager to share cute 
puppy photos or the latest adorable baby in the family – but you want keywords that convert.)

Searching through social media posts on platforms like Twitter and Facebook, you’ll get a feel 
for clues such as:

• Topics your niche members are passionate about right now
• Words and phrases that appear multiple times 
• Keyword and Title ideas for problems not addressed

9.  Find out What Questions They’re Asking

You could ask questions on forums and social sites all day and sometimes never get an answer 
that really has conversion potential. The quickest, easiest way to find out what they’re asking is 
to use Wordtracker’s free Keyword Questions tool.  Simply enter your keyword, hit “Search” – 
and select from the results.

(Tip:  Pay attention to the Keyword Questions’ field, Times asked, too.)
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10.  Join a Facebook Group

Focused Facebook Groups frequently yield better quality keywords and ideas, being niche-
related.  Plus you are building a relationship with your community while you engage and 
explore.

This doesn’t mean you should rush out and start joining Facebook Groups all over the place:  
But pick at least one highly focused and targeted Group, if you want to listen in on the real 
conversations in that niche – and pick up specific, relevant keywords.

Train your eye to look for keywords in every post and reply.  Printing out keyword-ripe posts and 
highlighting potential keywords can help you become adept at recognizing patterns that convert.  

No matter what keyword research strategy or combination you adopt, focus on reader-centered 
content first – and results will start to follow.
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How to Ensure Your Content Gets More Social Shares 
The days of websites standing alone on their own merits are gone.  Nowadays it’s all about who 
shares your URL and drives visitors to your site.  And that means mastering and nurturing social  
networks.

For two years, Google’s mission has been eliminating falsely-inflated spam sites and blogs that 
drove people to social media for information and shares in the first place.  The old formulae of 
exact-match domains and skimpy, empty posts that were just excuses to place advertising and 
affiliate links all over a site dooms sites nowadays to SEO obscurity.

Today you have to start with a website that passes all Google’s latest requirements as one 
worth ranking highly.  Your site needs to:

• Offer high perceived value to its target audience

• Entertain and inform Google editors. (You want the Search Evaluation team members 
reading your content and saying “Wow!”)

• Include regular, fresh content

• Include interactive elements 

• Include links and plugins to and from top “Google approved” social networks

• Include a minimum of advertising above the fold

• Be mobile-friendly

Making sure you take care of each of these listed requirements means your website will not only 
please Google, but attract those all-important social media shares.

1.  Install Social Buttons – Intelligently

Just about everyone knows it’s important to install social buttons, driving people to “Like”, share 
your posts or “Follow” you on social networks.  But not everyone makes the most of this SEO 
boosting strategy.  Thousands of website owners install plugins such as Sociable into their blogs 
and WordPress sites, grateful that the buttons appear at all – but all too often, the choice of blog 
themes and other options such as column size leaves websites with social buttons that...

• Disappear below the fold

• Are swallowed by more eye-catching content (or distractions)

• Don’t “read”, because they are in an illogical place the eye skips over

• Don’t have a call to action associated with them

• Look plain ugly

You need to make sure your social share buttons, badges and icons appear in the most logical 
place.  They should feel totally natural in their spots – so natural people can barely resist the 
impulse to click on them.

Proven tips that work:
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• Place them in sidebar widgets (making sure they appear above the fold, preferably in the 
right-hand upper side of the page

• Place them under web contact forms or contest announcements

• Choose plugins that allow you to put them under or on top of each post

• Study top websites and decide which placements are the most effective

Once you’ve done the latter, decide which types of placement would work best for your 
particular website layout – and purpose.

Don’t overdo social share buttons, either:  Only include the most relevant ones to your target 
audience.  Ideally, at the very least, you should have the top four networks:  Google+, 
Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.

Remember, people will rarely share website content if you don’t make it one-click easy for them.

2.  Mix Your Content Media

Make sure your website includes both static content and interactive (anything you can click on 
and get a new result).

Loosely translated, interactive can mean as little as:  “Anything you can click on”.  You can use 
your website to inspire and drive visitors to…

• Your Facebook and Twitter polls 

• Pin your graphics to Pinterest

• Visit your YouTube or Videos

• Access your SlideShare Presentations

• Join your Google Hangout

• Use your apps
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• Enter formal – or informal – interactive contests

Not every post has to directly drive people to your website – but it should inspire them to visit!

The more organic (Google translation: “Natural-feeling”) traffic that flows between your social 
sites and websites, the higher your Google search rank and the more visibility Facebook and 
other social networks will grant you.

And that means more shares.

3.  Maintain Regular, Natural Social Site Activity

Our last general point on making sure your website gets more social media shares: Interact on 
your social media daily and regularly.

Don’t bombard your contacts with posts – but do be there at the same time every day, 
responding and posting.  People should never see “3 months ago” on your last feed.
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Strive to stay focused on your goals – building relationships, driving traffic to your website 
content and whatever other goals you decide each social network can further.

Unless your fans actively see you there, they won’t share your content or visit your website from 
your post links, “About” section apps or Facebook Page app signup.  You won’t be there to 
supply them with post links, photos, videos, polls, questions, Slideshare presentations, 
infographics, Instagram posts… or any other form of entertainment or education, leading them 
to your site.

And less visits to your site means less shares from your site.

4.  Facebook Sponsored Posts

Now let’s get more specific with our strategies.  Let’s take a look at how Facebook Sponsored 
Posts can grab you more traffic and ultimately net your site more shares.

Don’t confuse these with “Sponsored Stories”, where actions you have taken through an 
advertiser’s site (such as clicking a “Yes” or “No” in a Poll) are broadcast to your Facebook 
friends.  You can be the advertiser who uses such tactics – but you have no control over what 
appears where, since Facebook’s algorithm decides how it is shared and who sees it.

When people talk about “Sponsored Posts”, they usually mean Page Post ads.  You can create 
these out of any sort of content you like – photos, videos, text or whatever you like.  They are 
created from your Page content.  

Katherine Leonard from Lonelybrand has provided a wonderful tutorial on how to create one – 
complete with visual examples of the variations you can choose.

You can even promote your event through a Page Post ad – and you can have these shown to 
anyone on Facebook, even when the people seeing it are not connected to you through 
Facebook friends, Groups or Pages.

5.  Get on the Waiting List for Facebook Graph Search

Graph search promises to allow you to quickly find targeted shares from Facebook contacts.  It 
is currently in “very limited” Beta, so check out the page and join the waiting list now.
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You will be able to search by a variety of media and categories.  And the more targeted you can 
be, the better your targeting – and shares.

6.  Maximize Your Pinterest Potential

One of the easiest ways to ensure your website content gets shared – optimize it for Pinterest.  
Not only does this mean adding the “Pin it” button to your photographs, but making it clear that 
people are allowed to share your photos.

There are two powerful ways to do this, beyond adding the “Pin it” button to each photo or 
graphic…

• Put your photos in a right-hand, vertical widget.  And add a Title to that column 
saying “Share these on Pinterest”.

• Create infographics.  People love learning things about their chosen niche at a glance.

When creating an infographic, jot down and summarize all the information you want to share.  
You can even use a mind-mapping app or tool to help you sort things into the right categories 
with the right “relationships”.

Then eliminate anything complicated that you can’t “get right” (this means it probably doesn’t 
belong in the infographic).  Make sure you’re sharing information your audience really wants to 
know about. 

You can easily create infographics yourself using templates from apps such as Visual.ly or  
Piktochart.  Or you can simply hire someone to create your infographic for you.
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Post your infographic on your website – then drive people to share it or visit it via:

• Pinterest

• Facebook

• Google+

• LinkedIn

• Twitter

7.  Make Full Use of SlideShare

We’ve been talking about using different types of content media to encourage more shares.  
One of the hottest ways to do this is by using SlideShare.  If your demographic is younger than 
35, you should especially use SlideShare, which is in the ballpark with the top sites previously 
mentioned on Alexa graph comparisons, currently ranking 143 globally – a top rating.

Write a post on your topic featuring the link to a SlideShare presentation summarizing or 
clarifying that topic.  

Just make sure you optimize your slides with large print and a minimum of distraction, since 
SlideShare also comes in a mobile version.

8.  Provide What They Need
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Finally don’t just ensure you create variety in the different mediums you use to create content – 
photos, charts, videos, text and the like:  Also ensure your content provides a useful balance.

This means ensuring your site has different types of content:

• Evergreen content – Posts that are always “in season” and relevant 

• Up to the minute “hot” content – breaking news, new methods, changes (especially to 
social media, if that’s relevant to your niche)

• Resources visitors will return to access – infographics, lessons, diagrams, charts, 
templates, apps (e.g. calorie calculators) and checklists

• Sign-up incentives – Reports, templates, checklists, tip sheets 

But above all, make sure your website content is shareable.
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